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Where we areWhere visit goesLHC (2008)and SPS (1976)



CERN’s objectives are to understand :

•the structure of matter and particles

•the forces that hold them together

•the evolution of the early Universe

The Standard Model of particles and 
forces has been tested and proven 
very successful BUT…                           
it leaves many unsolved questions                             

3rd point recent : we will see connection next few slides



The known constituents 
of the Universe :

Stable (very) short lived

Why 3 families?          

How do particles 
get their mass?

why?                         

Answer may be so-called 
‘Higgs mechanism’. 
If Higgs particle exists, LHC 
will detect it.

Origin of mass: answer may be ‘Higgs mechanism’: whole space filled with a ‘Higgs field’.Particles that interact intensely with Higgs field are heavy, while those that have feeble interactions are light. The Higgs field has at least one new particle associated with it, the Higgs boson. If such a particle exists experiments at the LHC will be able to detect it.



why? FORCES

Relative strengths of the 
interactions?

The SM does not offer a 
unified description of all 
fundamental forces. 

Supersymmetry could 
facilitate the unification of 
fundamental forces. 

Lightest SUSY particles may 
be found at the LHC.



1 - Galaxies rotate too fast 2 - Light is bent more than expected

Is there a new type of matter ? Dark matter could be made of 
neutral SUSY particles. We shall look for them with the LHC!

why?         to understand the evolution of the early Universe
Cosmological and astrophysical observations have shown that 

all visible matter accounts for only 4% of the Universe

Matter AND energy…Einstein’s cosmological constant - a kind of anti-gravity… 



If energy converts equally into
MATTER and ANTIMATTER….
where has the antimatter gone?

why
Dirac  predicted the existence of antimatter: 

same mass 
opposite internal properties: electric charge, … 

Discovered in cosmic rays 
Studied using accelerators 

The  theory of particle physics is not symmetric between matter and anti-matter.
The disappearance of anti-matter has been produced dynamically in the history of 
the universe (baryogenesis). 
Experiments at the LHC (and elsewhere), LHCb in particular, looking for clues

And finally…. Big Bang an explosion of energySo now we have seen lots of questions… questions that are puzzling physicists today… Lets look at how we are trying to answer those questions at CERN today.



The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

Proton-Proton Collider

7 TeV + 7 TeV

600,000,000 collisions per second
Primary targets:
Origin of mass
Nature of Dark Matter
Matter vs Antimatter
Primordial Plasma

27 km circumference

So how does an accelerator work?1.Source - hydrogen atoms, electrons stripped off   ->  Show where beams travel on pic.2. RF cavities - delivering radio frequency power to the particles3. 1232 Dipoles - bendingHigh magnetic fields needed can only be reached using superconductors - 300 degrees below room temp.Need to have extremely uniform field. First time such precision achieved at such high currentsTemperature is measured to five thousandths of a degree, the current to one part in a million4. Quadrupoles - to squeeze the particles together so more collide when the beams crossParticles stored for about 10 hours in the LHC (400 million revolutions - distance equiv diameter of solar system)Magnet coils are made up of copper-clad niobium-titanium cablesThe cables carry up to 12 500 amps (30 000 the current in a 100W light bulb) -> must withstand enormous electromagnetic forces At full field, the force on 1m of magnet comparable to the weight of a jumbo jet.The LHC will be the world’s largest cryogenic installation40 000 leak-proof pipe junctions12 million litres of liquid nitrogen used for the initial cool-down of 36 000 tonnes of equipmentThen 800 000 litres of superfluid helium to cool magnets down to 1.9 degrees above absolute zero.Cooldown - each 15m long magnet shrinks by 4.5cm on its way down to 1.9 degrees above absolute zero. Coil winding v. important. Must not move as field changes. Friction -> hot spots quench the magnet, ruining its superconductivity.



CERN Accelerator Complex

LINAC 2      50 MeV
PS Booster 1.4  GeV
PS               25  GeV
SPS            450 GeV
LHC 7  TeV





Show where you will be visiting



how?      Each sub-detector specializes in measuring a 
different characteristic of the particles produced by colliding 
protons. Collectively the detector’s components gather information 
about trajectory, momentum, energy, identity of each particle 
generated in the collision

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



how?

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



• ATLAS:   It is the biggest HEP experiment ever – about the 
size of a five-story building  45 m long,  7000 tons

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



Ready for physics !

Interaction
Point

LHCb



LHCb in its cavern

Shielding wall
(against radiation)

Electronics 
+ CPU farm

Offset interaction point (to make 
best use of existing cavern)

Detectors can be moved 
away from beam-line for access

Fundamental research  (pursuit of knowledge, not making money)Pooling resources (money and intellectual) training



A lot of progress!

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



700 members 
52 institutes 
15 countries

LHCb
700 members 
52 institutes 
15 countries

Fundamental research  (pursuit of knowledge, not making money)Pooling resources (money and intellectual) training



LHCb       b stands for beauty!
Specializes in the study of the slight asymmetry between matter 
and anti-matter present in interactions of B-particles (particles 
containing the b(eauty) quark). 

Imbalance between matter and anti-matter requires breaking the 
symmetry between them, known as CP violation:
Combined operation of 

C =charge conjugation (swapping particles & antiparticles)
P =parity (spatial inversion, like reflection in a mirror)

B and anti-B particles are unstable and short-lived (~1 ps lifetime), 
decaying rapidly into many other particles. Physicists believe that 
by comparing their decays, they may be able to gain useful clues 
on CP violation.

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



LGeneral Purpose Detectors (ATLAS and CMS) will search for 
new physics by direct production of the new particles.

LHCb will study possible effects of the same new particles in B 
decays as they contribute as intermediate states in some decay 
amplitudes (Feynman diagrams with loops).

A complementary approach!

CP violation has also been studied in kaon decays.

B decays are simpler both experimentally and theoretically.

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



Why does LHCb look so different?

B mesons formed by the colliding proton beams (and the 
particles they decay into) stay close to the line of the 
beam pipe, and this is reflected in the design of the 
detector. Other LHC experiments surround the entire 
collision point with layers of sub-detectors, like an onion, 
but the LHCb detector stretches for 20 metres along the 
beam pipe, with its sub-detectors stacked behind each 
other like books on a shelf.

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



pp collision Point

Vertex Locator
VELO

Tracking System

Muon System RICH Detectors

Calorimeters

~ 1 cm

B

Movable device
35 mm from beam out of physics /
7 mm from beam in physics

Collision rate - around 600 million per second - can’t record it allEven so, information flow enormous -> data transmitted in 1s equiv information exchanged by world phone calls 100 million phone calls Can well imagine huge computing challenges for recording, storing, analysing and making all this data accessible to the world’s physicists.Looking for a needle in a haystack (Higgs into 4 muons 1 in 10^43 collisions)



The VELO

VELO



The VELO is a precise particle tracking detector which surrounds 
the pp collision point inside LHCb. It is composed of 21 stations, 
each made of two silicon half disks. 

LHC proton beams pass through the full length of the detector, 
safely encased within a beryllium pipe. The only point where the 
beams collide, and B and anti-B particles are produced, is inside 
the VELO. 

The VELO’s job is to pick out B particles from the multitude of 
other particles produced. To find them, the detector elements 
must be positioned very close to the point where protons collide, 
at a distance of just few mm!

Solution is retractable geometry!

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



The VELO measures the distance between the point 
where protons collide (and where B particles are 
created) and the point where the B particles decay.
The B particles are therefore never measured directly -
their presence is inferred from the separation between 
these two positions

VELO can locate 
the position of B 
particles to ~10 µs

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



The magnet

To help identify particles produced when protons are 
smashed together, particle detectors typically include a 
powerful magnet. LHCb is no exception..

Particles normally travel in straight lines, but the 
presence of a magnetic field causes the paths of 
charged particles to curve, with positive and negative 
particles moving in opposite directions. By examining the 
curvature of the path, it is possible to calculate the 
momentum of a particle.

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



Dipole
B field

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



Beampipe



Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors

RICH detectors work by measuring emissions of 
Cherenkov radiation. This occurs when a charged 
particle passes through a certain medium faster than 
light does. As it travels, the particle emits a cone of light, 
which the RICH detectors reflect onto an array of 
sensors using mirrors.
The shape of the cone of light depends on the particle’s 
velocity, enabling the detector to determine its speed.
Knowing the momentum of the particle allows computing 
its mass which is unique for its identity.

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



First Glimpse of LHC Protons

Beam 2 dumped on an injection line beam stopper 
located ~350 m  before LHCb along beam 2

Wrong direction for LHCb !

High flux of particle 
hitting detector from 
the  back

We apply Einstein’s equation to makeVery big concentration of energy in a very small point. We do this by colliding 2 beams of particles.New particles created - short lived - transform into other particles that cross the experiment / detector 



Tracks left by particles.  (see also top of screen)Curved -> chargedUnstopped -> muonsBars -> energy deposited in calorimeters…Collision rate - around 600 million per second - can’t record it allEven so, information flow enormous -> data transmitted in 1s equiv information exchanged by world phone calls 100 million phone calls Can well imagine huge computing challenges for recording, storing, analysing and making all this data accessible to the world’s physicists.Looking for a needle in a haystack 



JUNE 2009
VELO hits and tracks

Tracks left by particles.  (see also top of screen)Curved -> chargedUnstopped -> muonsBars -> energy deposited in calorimeters…Collision rate - around 600 million per second - can’t record it allEven so, information flow enormous -> data transmitted in 1s equiv information exchanged by world phone calls 100 million phone calls Can well imagine huge computing challenges for recording, storing, analysing and making all this data accessible to the world’s physicists.Looking for a needle in a haystack 



JUNE 2009
An event with many tracks

Tracks left by particles.  (see also top of screen)Curved -> chargedUnstopped -> muonsBars -> energy deposited in calorimeters…Collision rate - around 600 million per second - can’t record it allEven so, information flow enormous -> data transmitted in 1s equiv information exchanged by world phone calls 100 million phone calls Can well imagine huge computing challenges for recording, storing, analysing and making all this data accessible to the world’s physicists.Looking for a needle in a haystack 


